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      Whitepaper is a technical regulation which consists of describing the work and the subsequent 

development of the ECT ecosystem, including the ECT trading platform, the world market of ECT and the 

company itself. This document represents an opportunity for interested persons to receive full and detailed 

information about the ECT project, its objectives and tasks. 

All materials published in this document and in other company documents represent a forward-looking 

aspect. Representatives of the company ECT, as well as its employees, do not give a guarantee that this 

information will bring the results in the future. In this regard, it should be considered only as a forecast.  

The ECT team is not responsible for any potential income or loss as a result of the use of this information 

by individuals, legal entities, businesses or organizations. 

Whitepaper does not represent an offer for investment or an announcement of the issuance of new 

company shares. 

The ECT coin is a product and it is used in the ECT system. 

The company ECT does not give proposals on the acquisition of interest in the capital or securities of the 

company. We draw your attention to the fact that when you purchase ECT coins on the official website of 

the company or at the market of crypto-currencies, you are not granted with shares or securities of the 

company ECT. Owners of coins do not receive profit or percentage from the company's activities. 

      All materials posted in this document, Internet resources, social networks, presentations and other 

publications of ECT are presented for informational purposes only. Buyers and holders of ECT coins should 

be aware of all the risks that may be associated with operations on crypto-currencies. 
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       ECTCOIN It is a true deflationary defi coin, which burns upon transfer. Staking rewards are fully paid 

out by the income of the network. No more coins are (or can be) created after launch. 2% fees will be 

charged for every transaction. 1% out of that will be sent to a separate wallet and those coins will be used 

to reward the ECT holders. 1% of ECT each transaction will be burnt forever. ECTCOIN is a hyper 

deflationary crypto asset as mentioned above. This will reduce the total supply over time all the while 

demand goes up, put a stop to inflation. Once the total supply is burnt by 80% the burning function will be 

terminated automatically by the smart contract. Total of 20 000 000 coins will remain. 

       ECO TECHNOLOGY is a blockchain - ecosystem that enables investment organizations and individual 

investors to learn and explore promising projects with minimal risks in the field of renewable energy 

worldwide and invest in them. Most often project developers in the field of renewable energy find it difficult 

to find sources of financing because such projects, as a rule, require large investments. 

On the other hand, when working on renewable energy projects, investment organizations often face a 

significant risk of investing in large-scale projects due to the limited liquidity of investment funds, since a 

significant amount of time may be required to achieve the goals set. In addition, most individual investors 

are not able to participate in projects of this kind because such projects provide minimum investment 

contribution, which sometimes ranges around 100,000 $. ECT regulates the problems of both investors and 

developers by creating two large-scale platforms: the ECT global exchange and the ECT Market. 

The ECT Market is a crowds funding platform, which is based on the technology of blockchain. The ECT 

Global Exchange is the platform for energy investments in all countries of the world. 
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        ECO TECHNOLOGY offers exceptional advantages to developers and investors: 

1. Regarding the legal side: standard legal measures are envisaged for developers, as in the usual contract 

on joint activity of the enterprise. Protection of the rights and interests of investors is provided by smart 

contracts. All legal operations are incurred by ECT. 

  

2. Investment opportunities for developers consist of rapid access to large-scale stock pools, and for 

investors - there is an opportunity to participate even for small investors. 

  

3. Security. For developers, security lies in the established process of comprehensive expertise, which 

prevents leak of confidential information. Site based on crypto currency, allows the owners of capital to 

invest anywhere in the world, while all information will remain completely confidential.  

 

4. Absence of risk of failure of terms for developers due to the fact that investors carry out all investments in 

advance and they are immediately available for usage. 

  

Investors are granted with access to all reports on the results of a comprehensive examination, to a 

summary of projects that are generated using artificial intelligence technologies. Also it gives access to the 

global ECT exchange to provide liquidity. 
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        The infrastructure of the blockchain enables developers to introduce coins into their renewable energy 

projects and attract investments from individuals. Each investment share is in fact a confirmation of a smart 

contract that is secured by real assets, equipment and renewable energy infrastructure created by the 

developer. 

Investing in the project is possible by combining small investments with investors from around the world. 

This option is almost impossible to organize without crypto currency due to existing legal obstacles. 

 

        Smart contracts enable the ECT to create a model for large-scale decentralized financing, which would 

not have been possible with the use of a fiat currency. Such a mechanism gives the investor confidence 

that he will not be deceived. All conditions in algorithms that can be easily verified. The technology of 

blockchain guarantees full confidentiality of investors, while preserving the transparency of the necessary 

data of the financing process. In the ECT system, data is divided into those that are stored in the blockchain 

and beyond. Public information and investment conditions are stored on the network for the integrity of the 

project data, and the most sensitive information is encrypted and stored outside the blockchain. 
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      The ECO TECHNOLOGY company has created an ecosystem that consists of two large-scale sites: the 

global ECT exchange and the ECT Market. The ECT Global Exchange is a global platform for energy 

investments, which operates 24/7 in all countries of the world. The ECT Market is a crowd founded platform 

that is based on blockchain technology. 

The main participants of the ECT ecosystem are: 

- Developers of projects in the field of alternative energy that join the ECT system in order to find sources of 

financing for their projects. They are impressed by the ecosystem because, compared to traditional 

companies for attracting finance, the ECT exchange has significant advantages: access to world capital, 

low costs and commission payments, optimized investment processes. 

- Individual investors, using ECT platforms to invest projects of interest around the world, will not be 

uncomfortable due to the volume of investments or geographical location. In addition, using the global 

exchange ECT, they can easily transform their investments into cash. 

- The ECT system has its own investment fund, which is financed, in part, partly by surplus funds collected 

from the sale of coins, minus the cost of creating an ecosystem, and the operating profit of the company. 

- The syndicate network of ECT consists of investment organizations and accredited investors. The ECT 

platform allows its consortiums to diversify their investments, that is to say an investment fund can use the 

ECT platform to make its investments in several projects simultaneously, thereby reducing risks. 
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The investment process in the ECT system ensures the efficiency and reliability of raising funds, investing 

and making transactions on its platforms and consists of several stages. 

  

1. Sources of the project: 

- Applications for developers. Developers are given the opportunity to apply directly to ECT in order to 

register their projects on the ECT site. Developers who cooperate with the ECT enjoy such advantages as 

well-established procedures for comprehensive examination, rapid withdrawal of funds, access to world 

capital. 

- Project portfolio, which includes projects that have entered the ECT ecosystem with the help of the ECT 

project selection team, which is looking for promising projects for the ECT Market or projects submitted by 

the developers. 

- ECT cooperates with many investments and assets management funds around the world. These funds 

have the opportunity to reduce risks in large projects by combining parts of their capital investments on the 

ECT platform. 

  

2. Investment proposal. 

After project appears in the ECT system, the developer is required to provide an investment proposal for 

the ECT Market with a description of the elements that investors are interested in: project plan, financial 

forecast, management reports, project licenses,  
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investment conditions, feasibility study, audited financial statements and so on. Often, the developer is 

offered to share in the project, which does not imply the acquisition of shares of the developer company. 

Each project on the ECT platform is tested by local law firms to comply with its conditions with local 

regulatory legislation. 

 

3. Comprehensive expertise. 

After the investment proposal is received, for the implementation of a comprehensive examination, ECT 

attracts an independent team that completes the ECT investment report and conducts a variety of activities: 

checks documents, conducts legal due diligence, visits the enterprise, communicates directly with the 

developer, also conducts financial audits and feasibility studies. 

After the complex examination is completed, the team publishes a project risk report that looks at the 

project's prospects, anticipated revenues, liquidity forecasts and the break-even period. 

  

4. Analysis using artificial intelligence technologies. 

In addition to the ECT comprehensive assessment report, the information on the project risks is also 

provided by analysis using artificial intelligence technologies conducted by our systems, which includes the 

comparison of the project with the already implemented similar projects, conducting a comparative risk 

analysis, using the intelligent analysis of large data and algorithms of the machine learning. 
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5. Registration and collection of funds. 

After the completion of the examination, the investment proposal is registered in the ECT Market. To get a 

full picture of the project, investors are given the opportunity to study the investment proposal and ECT 

reports. In addition, investors can ask developers questions they are interested in. To ensure the 

transparency of its work, the ECT notifies whether the company or its investors took part in financing the 

project. The investor can send coins to the address of the smart contract of the project that interests him. 

After confirmation of financing by a smart contract, the investor is given a project certificate, which is a 

share in the project and it has independent value in the secondary market. 

  

6. Establishment of a joint venture.  

Each project is assigned with a smart contract address. Which works after investors met all the funding 

requirements specified by the developer. If the financing objective is not achieved, the coins are returned to 

investors. After the smart contract is activated, the funds are sent to the wallet controlled by the ECT. 

Further, the representative office of ECT, which is registered in one country with the project, concludes a 

joint venture agreement with the developer and creates a common current account in a fiat currency. Thus, 

the gap between the ECT's and the real world is cleared. This structure gives ECT such advantages as the 

full presence and implementation of transactions in the crypto currency, while respecting the legal 

regulations and legal guarantees for investors. 
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7. Cash flow management. 

After the end of work on the project, the developer begins to make a profit, i.e. cash flows, which at first 

pass through a joint venture account. After operating costs have been deducted, the ECT receives and 

distributes the profit. Then the funds are again converted into coins (at current cost) and sent to the wallet 

of the project. In turn, the smart contract automatically sends funds to investors' wallets. 

 

  

8. Secondary market. 

To ensure the rapid transformation of assets into cash, ECT creates a secondary market - the global ECT 

exchange. When the developer achieves the main consecutive stages and the degree of project 

implementation, its total cost increases, which is reflected in the growth of prices for project certificates. In 

this case, in order to achieve fund gains, the primary investor can take advantage of the secondary market.  

Those who don`t want to wait until the end of the development stage, but want to take part  

  

 

in projects in the field of alternative energy can purchase packages, which are ready for investments. Prices 

for certificates fluctuate due to the fact that projects that receive financing within the ECT Market can move 

in different ways. 
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     The ECT company has developed a clear plan for the creation and management of the ECT ecosystem. 

Our project provides for both technological and commercial development of the ECT. 

     The main monetary unit of the ECT ecosystem is the ECT coin. It provides activity to the entire system: 

the use of smart contracts, the implementation of work around the world, it is also necessary for the 

company to guarantee the liquidity and stability of the network. The ECT coins provide an opportunity to 

participate in the activities of the ECT platforms and are not part of the ECT company. The ECT coin is 

characterized by a peer-to-peer, decentralized network, a high degree of anonymity, a secure and 

protected system, high transaction speed, no control by any organizations or bodies.  

 

For commercial development of the company there has been assigned such tasks as corporate 

development, regional offices, partner network. Corporate development involves attracting valuable 

specialists for the development of technology and the implementation of ECT activities. 

To organize a worldwide business, ECT provides for the opening of regional offices, each of which has 

lawyers, business development specialists and experts in complex expertise. An important role in the 

success and development of ECT is played by corporate partners, as the company ECT counts on 

partner companies and funds that find deals on the global ECT market. 
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 Binance DEX Wallet, Binance Chain Wallet, Trust Wallet, MetaMask, Ledger Nano S, Math Wallet, Coinomi  

    The center of the ECT system is a unique, independent blockchain system, the use of which makes it 

possible to solve global problems in the field of alternative energy. 

The unique structure of the blockchain allows developers to use coins in their projects and attract 

individuals to finance. The project share is a confirmation of a smart contract that is provided with real 

funds, i.e. equipment and renewable energy infrastructure, created by the developer. Financing of the 

project is possible by combining small investments with investors from around the world. Without the use 

of crypto currency (with fiat money), this option would be practically impossible because of legal barriers. 

Smart contracts enable ECT to create global decentralized funding, which would not have been possible 

with the use of fiat money. Such a mechanism gives the investor confidence that he will not be deceived, 

since all conditions are embedded in algorithms that are not difficult to verify. The technology of blocking 

guarantees full confidentiality of investors, while preserving the transparency of the necessary data of the 

financing process.  
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    You can buy ECT coins in the process of selling the coins of ECT on the open market.  

Use the investor's office: https://eco.ect.international/user/login 
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TOKEN : 

TICKER : 

DECRYPTION :  

TOTAL SUPPLY : 

MINIMUM SUPPLY : 

BLOCKCHAIN : 
CONFIRMATIONS 

TOKEN TYPE :  

DECIMALS : 

SMART CONTRACT 

View our verified smart contract on BSCSCAN:  

https://bscscan.com/address/0x7c2371e1f84d7a4e366b0b9aa965f03911e960b9
http://ect.international/
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     The task of selling ECT coins is to find financing for the development of our ecosystem. 

The successful operation of ECT as a company with constant revenues and growth will ensure the growth 

of the cost and the percentage of the use of the ECT coins, which, ultimately, will bring financial returns to 

our investors. 

Planned sources of income: 

- Investment fees, which is the collection of a small fee from companies that wish to register their projects 

on the ECT platforms. The fee covers the costs of the examination and other expenses. 

- Legal services 

The ECT team creates joint companies to remove barriers between the real world and the world of the 

crypto currency. Our joint companies are commercial partners of energy developers who monitor the 

withdrawal of funds and control the income from funded projects. For the establishment and management 

of such subsidiaries, ECT collects fair commissions from developers. 

- Advisory services. 

The company ECT, having extensive experience in the evaluation and implementation of projects in the 

field of energy, offers developers consultancy services, which cost includes technical, legal services and 

project development services. The ECT company uses the global ECT exchange, which is a secondary 

exchange for investments in alternative energy projects. On this exchange, investors are given the 

opportunity to purchase and sell project units to liquidate their positions and join existing projects. 
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    The ECT company undertakes obligations to re-invest in the ecosystem funds collected at the stage of 

sale. ECT will use the mechanisms of investment and joint investment with users of our platform. In this 

way, motivation will be provided to assist in the implementation of plans for project developers, which will 

result in greater financial returns for all investors. 

    

 

Despite the fact that ECT revenues do not affect the cost of the coin, in the process of company growth 

and the emergence of an increasing number of projects on ECT sites, the ECT coins will be used even 

more extensively. Which, will lead to an increase in demand for ECT coins, and, due to this, will positively 

affect their cost.  
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BINARY BONUS – 

COIN BONUS – 

TOKEN BONUS – 

DIRECT BONUS – ECO1 - 4 %, ECO2 – 8 %, ECO3 – 9 %,   

ECO4 - 10 %, ECO5 - 11 %, ECO6 - 12 %,  ECO7 - 13%, ECO8 - 14%, ECO9 - 15% 
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    Binary Bonus is one of the best bonus of the Affiliate 

Program and has a unique ability to pay up to infinity, but 

with a maximum receiving ceiling, thus ensuring the 

sustainability of the business. In order to be able to 

achieve this outcome, it is essential that you are actively 

participating and have created a great team of affiliates, 

therefore able to receive global spillover. At 

ECT.INTERNATIOANL, a team creation bonus of 100% (BV) 

of the investment volume of the smallest team will be paid 

weekly, limited to the maximum ceiling of 29,900 USDT. 
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ENERGY is based on the Binance Smart Chain ecosystem.  

A commission is applied to each transaction within the ENERGY mainnet,  

which is 1% of the trade performed. This fee is allocated  to each of the  

token holder's ENERGY. 

     

With ENERGY, your income can become passive as all you have to do is hold the tokens 

without fear of inflation.  

ENERGY does not require sending tokens to non-audited staking contracts. You receive a 

reward by holding coins directly in your wallet. ENERGY is designed so that every transaction 

within the network occurs without gas, and smart contracts reward you for this. 

    

Redistribution is happening all the time. That is all based on the volume and amount of 

transactions you will receive each day; however, this is a constant phenomenon. The number 

of ENERGY tokens does not exceed 20 million. These coins will never be issued or in 

circulation again. 



TOKEN  SALE:                                   10,000,000 ENERGY 

PANCAKESWAP LIQUIDITY:                           5,000,000  ENERGY 

ECT INTERNATIONAL FUND:                           5,000,000  ENERGY 

AIRDROPS:                      1,000,000 ECT 
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COIN SALE:                             30,000,000 ECT 

PANCAKESWAP LIQUIDITY:                            30,000,000 ECT 

REFFERAL PROGRAMS:                              30,000,000 ECT 

ECT INTERNATIONAL FUND:                  10,000,000 ECT 
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Q2 2019 
  

Q3 2020 
  

Q2 2021 
  

Q3 2021 
  Q1 2022 

  

Product  
design & prototype 

Coin sale, airdrops 

Listing on exchanges  

Market capture and expansion  
business models and launch of  

developed IT products 

 

 

 
 
 

 
Idea 
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What is blockchain technology and how it works. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blockchain 

 

 

https://academy.binance.com/en/glossary/bep-20 

 

 

https://www.binance.org/en/smartChain 
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https://github.com/cryptoectinternational/smart-contract
https://twitter.com/RigelFinance
https://github.com/RigelFinance
https://rigelfinance.medium.com/
https://www.reddit.com/user/RigelFinance
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=rigel.finance.bankwallet
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCh89n7prl0gLTuki1chvI3Q
https://rigel.finance/?__cf_chl_jschl_tk__=d2784e0a1b5651e65cdf8ed4185c5b55c059ceb2-1614886051-0-AdK6gGkduzu49LgawxbdcKT7APrZWmv_fXgr-f7z04MwcInBq5UywOCNiGlY_GUmLYiETrvGdclbuia6l2WZfHIuUQ9Jri41isjiNsRnSotGM-LQ2kmxT5Mg3_0HYM0WSdUyzuEWcnEFmGVeoxQ7R0eiFRmjg0yE-IY44hKmF008oGgMrIjCxitwDzz-sWVlNdoufdL679sLNkmbHFHYtZdCl4YdYjbih9d2FYGZADU8dW4ixQKDBhMDhHwh-QVjw-PJtLqKnCb0gq08Bae3hWuiLt4H19zufrbUIIRJVwC4DvspAVaQsE07GhTVDaz2zg
https://t.me/RigelFinance1
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https://twitter.com/ectcoin
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